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Imago Mortis is a paranormal hard-boiled
Savage Setting, focused on the classic ingredients
of hard-boiled crime fiction, mixed with chilling
elements from modern ghost stories.

together, where crime, decay and abandonment
rule, where modernity shows its dark side... there
the Slits to the Netherworld open up.
And there you’ll be.

Who the Heroes Are

What’s Going On

In Imago Mortis, every hero is an “Occult
Detective” that knows something is going wrong
in the city. Every Detective has a foot in each
camp: investigation and paranormal. He could
be a cop that has seen too much in the sprawl,
a medium operating as consulting detective, a
hacker using the “GhostWeb,” connecting via
secret places, a private eye specializing in “very
particular cases”, a vengeful victim of a weird
menace, a spiritualist with a gun, a scoundrel who
has had enough of his creepy, atrocious boss, or a
Lombrosian doctor working as a profiler.

Something is happening. Everywhere.
Something obscure and evil. You probably used
to think of these Things Man Was Not Meant to
Know as a joke or a game of any sort. Well, now
the game has changed. Now you’ve seen what’s
going on.
The majority of people and the media are not
yet aware, but something wicked this way comes
in the very heart of the modern world: the greatest
metropolises of our age.
Something is rising from the Netherworld
and the Slits in the Curtains between life and
death are expanding and spreading, day by day.
Some say the End of Days is coming. Some say the
countdown to the Apocalypse has started. Some
call it the “Midnight of the Century”. I don’t
know about that. I just see that Entities are real
and they are invading our cities, driving people
crazy, planning dark schemes and opening the
gates of our Earthly World to their armies. From
the inside.
So, it’s time for you to take your gun and
your flashlight and descend into the darkest pit of
our metropolis.
Hunting for Entities.

What They Do
In Imago Mortis Occult Detectives face
gangsters, robbers, kidnappers, corrupt
officers, terrorists, mobsters, serial killers and
ruthless secret service agents. They solve cases
in a very hard-boiled style, in the rotten heart
of contemporary cities or in their enormous
suburban sprawls. But, in all of their cases, there
is something weird, paranormal and twisted, and
a dark plot from the Netherworld is coming out.
Entities are real, places and people are being
haunted and the Unhuman is preparing the
Midnight of the Century.
Every case will be one part investigation,
one part action and one part paranormal, and
everything is going to get more evil, dark, and
chilling as the story goes on…

Where They Are
Imago Mortis is primarily set in darkest
Europe or, to be accurate, in its largest, most
contaminated and modern cities. Forget desolate
moors, deserted mansions and cemeteries
corroded by saltiness; nowadays Entities emerge
from the rotten and polluted heart of the modern
metropolis. Where millions of people live
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The Bureau
After the first phenomena occurred in
different European cities, a lot of countries
started investigating the Entities, opening
Special Agencies and Departments in their
Secret Services, to clarify the situation. When
they understood that something bad was really
happening, the local agencies and Home
Offices asked for a pan-European program of
investigation into what was going on.
Then, two years ago, the EU started the
“Vallum Program”, as a special and classified part
of its Security and Defence Policy. This program
mainly resulted in the creation of the European

Bureau for the Management of “Internal
Infiltration”, as they call what’s going on in their
legalese. The Bureau has now its Headquarters in
Amsterdam and branch offices in every EU city
with a relevant number of phenomena.
The default assumption of this Setting
Book is that every player character Occult
Detective is an “EU Inspector”, working for
the Vallum Program. However, Inspectors use
more colloquial terms: they call themselves
“Detectives” and their office “The Bureau”.
In future releases, you will find more
possibilities and backgrounds for Detectives.

Milan
Right now, you are Detectives assigned to
the Milan office and you will operate in this Italian
metropolis until your next deployment. You can
be from any country and any background, if it’s
congruent with the setting and the Bureau.
Milan is the second city of Italy, a foggy
and cold city in the north of the country. It’s
the beating heart of Italian business, commerce,
finance and fashion… and it is tainted by
criminals, traffickers and dangers moving to and
from every part of Europe.
Not to mention Entities, of course...
You fell in love with Milan at first sight. Now
you hate it deeply. With good reason.
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